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In the preceding chapter we used the "pebbles-in-the-bag" 
model to introduce signed numbers. That was, presumably, the 
first time the students encountered the idea of signed numbers, 

It is important to remember that the pebbles-in-the-bag model 
serves (very well) to introduce signed numbets. I t  does not intro- 
duce the arithmetic of signed numbers. Using the pebbles-in-the- 
bag idea, we can think meaningfully about ' 2 ,  3, and so on, but 
we cannot add, multiply, or subtract these new numbers. 

What we can do with the pebbles-in-the-bag model is to add and 
subtract unsigned ("counting") numbers, and to express the an- 
swer as a signed number. 

Using the pebbles-in-the-bag model, we can do these- 

5 - 3 = + 2  
7 - 11 = -4 
3 + 2 - 1 + 7 - l o = ^  
5 - 8 + 4 - 6 = - 5  

We cannot do these: 

'5  - *3 = '2 
+5 - -3 = *8 
2 x *3 = '6 
+2 x "3 = -6 
-7 + -2 = -9 

Mow, in this chapter, we introduce "postman stories." By the 
time that we have finished with postman stories, we shall be able 
to handle the entire arithmetic of signed numbers. 

One or two remarks about this chapter may be helpful: 

The postman and the housewife behave as in the fantasy novels 
of Franz Kafka. We have never found this troublesome with chil- 
dren; after all, children enjoy "Superman" and similar fantasies. 
As long as the teacher is not disturbed by fantasy, the children will 
not be. Indeed, properly (and tightly) handled, fantasy strengthens 
one's hold on reality, rather than weakening it. for we a l l  learn 
best by contrasts and comparisons. 

What do the postman stories do? They provide a suitable set of 
mental symbols which can be "manipulated" mentally so as always 
to suggest the correct answer to problems in the arithmetic of 
signed numbers. Such mental symbols, described especially in 
the work of Tolman, Piaget, Aldous Huxtey, and Kurt Lewin, deserve 
more attention than they usually receive [see Appendix A: Flavel 
(1141, Tolman (691, Davis (28), Lewin (129). Huxley (431, and 
Hoyle (1241.1 Let me give three examples: 

(i) is  it easier to take off your shoes before taking off your socks, 
or is it easier to take off your socks before taking off your shoes? 
You do not need to experiment in the physical world in order to find 
out. Why not? Because you have a set of mental symbols which you 
can "experiment with" inside your head, as it were. 
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(ii) My poodle, when tied to a tree, runs around the tree until 
he has no free rope left. Then he doesn't know how to unwind hirn- 
self, so he howls until someone comes to help (admittedly not an 
ineffective strategy). You and 1, being human beings, have in our 
minds mental symbols for "dog," "rope," and "tree," with which 
we can perform a "thought experiment." These mental symbols 
have a complete cognitive-level set of "rules of dynamics" that 
makes such "thought experiments" possible. If winding counter- 
clockwise has shortened the rope, then "unwinding" in the oppo- 
site direction win lengthen the free rope. 

You and I don't even need to try this out; we know i t  will work. 
The poodle, evidently, has no such set of mental symbols available 
to him, so he stands, tied to a very short rope. and howis. 

(iii) How much is 53 + 27? We don't need any algorithm at all 
to answer; we can use symbols, such as these: 

50, 30, 
plus a smail minus a small 

piece piece 

Each small piece is the same size, namely, 3. Therefore, put 
together, we clearly have 

More precisely, here is what we want postman stories to do for 
us: 

Whenever we have a mathematical problem, such as 

we want the postman stories to provide a corresponding 
story that will show us what the answer should be. 

When we start with a postman story, it is not necessary 
that there be a corresponding mathematical problem, 
since we mean to use postman stories to explain mathe- 
matics, and not conversely, 

We shall begin by starting with postman stories and then finding 
corresponding mathematical expressions. (Purists among the audi- 
ence may object that some of the mathematical expressions are 
not of normal occurrence, because they confuse symbols for binary 
and unary operations; but this is unimportant, since when we come 
to use the stories in actual practice, we shall always be starting 
with the mathematics and seeking an appropriate story, and never 
conversely.) 

Here is the way we shall work: 
When we say "bffis," we mean what the gas company, the elec- 

tric company, and the furniture company send to us. (We do not 
mean those lovely pieces of paper printed by the folks in Wastting- 
ton and called "ten dollar bills,'') 

When we say "checks," we man those lovely things our employer 
gives us, and our broker sends us, and so on. (We do not mean those 
things you get in restaurants that make you poorer instead of 
richer.) 
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Thus, when we receive a check, we get richer; when wegive back 
a check, we get poorer; when we receive a bill, we get poorer; when 
we give back a bill, we get richer. 

A t  this point you may want to read carefutfy the explanation in 
the Student Discussion Guide. Notice that the "fantasy" behavior 
has been devised so that the postman stories work out exactly as 
described above, with regard to "receiving" or "giving back" bilk 
and checks. The stories may sound foolish, but they are precisely 
and reliably consistent in their logic. They embody neither contra- 
dictions nor "double-counting." 

For the postman story we write 

postman brings a check for $5.00 + '5 
postman takes away a check for $5.00 - Â¥ 

postman brings a bit! for $5.00 + ' 5  

postman takes away a toll for $5.00 - -5 

Notice that bills are represented by negative numbers, checks 
are represented by positive numbers, bringing is represented by 
a "ptus" sign, taking away is represented by a "minus" sign, 

At this point, you may want to view the Madison Project film en- 
titled "Postman Stories." Before you do, it wdl be well to dis- 
cuss what you can see in this fifm. 

In making nearly all Madison Project films, we try to show a new 
teaming experience of the children- they are confronted with a 
task they have never met before, and the viewer can watch how 
the children work their way through this new problem, usually 
with relatively little help from the teacher. To make such films 
successful, the children must have adequate previous background 
(or "readiness") so that it is reasonable to expect that they will 
succeed in attacking this new problem, but they must not have so 
much "readiness" that the "new" problem isn't really new. 

Now, achieving this is not easy. If, on Thursday, the teacher 
felt that the students would be ready for the new task on Friday- 
and if we could rent TV facilities for videotaping on a few hours 
notice - the problem of arranging such films would not be too dif- 
ficult. However, it takes several weeks to arrange TV videotaping 
facilities. 

Consequently, a Madison Project f ilrning session is planned 
like a "moon shot" from Cape Kennedy: you don't aim at the 
moon; rather, you try to arrange for your space capsule and the 
moon to arrive at the same future point at the same future time. 

We must estimate, well in advance, when the students will be 
ready for the new topic, and hope that the day they're ready for 
the new topic turns out to be the day the TV cameras are there. 
Obviously, we sometimes miss. 

The film "Postman Stories" is an interesting case. We used a 
class of so-called "culturally deprived" children, provided by 
Mr. Ogie Wilkerson and Mr. Cozy Marks, of the S t  Louis Public 
Schools. We planned to show how these children learned to match 
up "postman stories" with corresponding mathematical situa- 
tions, 

Once the cameras started rolling, it became evident that the 
class had too much readiness for this task- there was too little 
"new" learning taking place. Consequently, the teacher had to 
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CHAPTER 5 

Postman Stories 
[page 2 1 I 

Jerry wrote a story about a very peculiar postman, 
who behaved like this: 

(a) He read all of the mail. 
(b) He did not necessarily deliver the mail to the 

right people. He gave it to anyone he wanted to give 
it to. (But he remembered who should have received 
it!) 

(c) Later on he would come back and pick up mail 
he had rnisdetivered, apologize, and give it to the 
right person. 

Jerry's story also inc1udes a housewife, who also be- 
haves peculiarly: 

(a) She tries to keep up-to-date in her estimate of 
how much available money she has. 
(b) She never reads the addresses on the mail she 

receives (she figures it doesn't do any good anyhow, 
because the postman delivers them to whomever he 
wants), and she never reads the name on bills and 
checks (but she reads the amount and keeps her 
records up-to-date?). 

I jump immediately to a "harder" task, where really new learning 
could occur. He turned to the task of graphing I 

( I J - D + ( A X A ) = ~ ~ ,  I i 
i which was entireiy new for the class, and which makes use of 

"postman stories." 
The result was one of our most successful films. At the begin- : 

ning, the children give wrong answers to nearly every problem in 
the arithmetic of signed numbers (saying, for example, that '-1 x -1 = 0," and that '"1 x -1 = "2"). Next, the children 
use "postman stories" to decide - by themselves! - what the cor- 
rect answers should be. Toward the end of the lesson, they have 
gained enough insight into how the arithmetic of signed numbers 
works so that they give correct answers without recourse to "post- 
man stories"! 

Now, this is just what we want "postman stdies" to do! We 
want them to provide the children with an "autonomous decision 
procedure" whereby the child can decide for himssif what answer 
he should give in a problem involving the arithmetic of signed 
numbers. 

This film proves- better than anything we could have planned- 
that postman stories are capable of providing a foundation for 
the arithmetic of signed numbers -for "culturally deprived" 
children as well as for "culturally privileged" children. 

And, notice, nobody told the children any "rules" for working 
with signed numbers.* 

-- 
*Cf. Max Bebermon, An Emwing Prmgrnm of Secondary Ichoot Maffm- 

mafia, p. 25 (Harvard University Puss, Cambridge, Matt., 1958): 
TÃ§achÃ of tho conventional couru in binning atgebro rwegnize tba 

fact that tludtnti am very quick in datawring a rule for adding d i d  
numbem [i.e., " s i g n d  numben"]. In fort, the uwol  ruft  stated in tÃˆKt 

books is a ~~rily wmplifatod deicripttwi d an (ilgadsfn . . . Anystu- 
dent copbie of teaming algebra in the first pfoce win haw invented ihtt 
algorism. Any student who is able to Interpret the textbook dwtripfim 
i s  a h  able to carry out the algorism far adding without using ?he tsxf 
de~ription. [l have added the itolitt-K.B.D. 1 Hence, our mrliÃ§ oppor- . tunify for animportant disc- in thÃ UICSM program in cannet- 
tian with ?he role for adding directed n u m e .  At1 tfudemfs s u r d  in 

?his first attempt. [ltolici agoin added-R.B.D.] 
Yelling itudfits, "mlm" for the orilhmetic of signed nurnhert is an oxer- 

ci>Ã in uttar futility. Adufts of our quaintome who w w  tinh ruin 
in wheel nearly always repf lop  them-and use t h - i n t i M T C t t t y  at this 
point In (tieif adult life. When we thew t h e  wrnt aduilt the "pastman 
itory" model, t h y  become obta ia  gat mrrect answen without rtourtt  to 
(incofin-tly) mamarizad rules. 
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Jerry's story involves bills, like 

3, -1 ,  -5, -100, -10, 
and checks, like 

'2, -7, -5, +loo, '9. 

(1) Do you know what Jerry means by a check? 
Who might send you a check? 

(2) Do you know what Jerry means by a bill? Do 
you like to get bills? Who might send you a bill? 

Jerry's postman sometimes b r i w  checks 

+ *3, 

and he sometimes comes and takes away a check (that 
was really for someone else) 

- *lo. 

The postman sometimes brines bills 

+ 7, 

and he sometimes takea away a bill (that was really 
for somebody else). 

(3) Does it make you happy or sad when the post- 
man brings a bill? 

(4) Does it make you happy or swd when the post- 
man takes away a bill? 

[page 221 
(6)  Does it make you happy or gad when the post- 

man brings a check? 

(6) Does it make you happy or sad when the post- 
man takes away a check? 

(7) Jerry said, "On Monday morning, the postman 
brought the housewife a check for $3 and a check for 
$5." 

As a result of the postman's visit on Monday morning, 
did the housewife think she was richer or poorer? How 
much richer or how much poorer? 

(8) Can you write a single signed number showing 
how much richer or poorer the housewife thought she 
was? 

+ '3 + '5 = 

(9) Geoffrey's father says that mathematicians 
sometimes leave off the first "+" sign and write merely 

3 + 5. 

Can you write a single signed number that names the 
same amount as +3 t *5? 

3 + '5 = 

(1  1 This question is intended to emphasize that when we receive a 
check, we become richer. 

(21 This question is intended to clarify our present use of the word 
bill: when we receive a bill, we become poorer. 

(3) Sad 

(6) Sad 

(7) The housewife thought she was richer, by $8. Consequently, 
she changed her estimate of her available funds upward SB; 
if, say, she had thought she had $120 available to her, she 
now changed this to $128. 

S^6 
$128 

(8) We could wile + '3 + '5 = -8. 

(9) "3 + "5 = '8. This is the form which occurs normally in 
mathematics. 
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(10) The housewife thought she had $1 20 uncom- 
mitted and available before the postman came Monday 
morning. How did she change her records as a result 
of the postman's visit Monday morning? 

(11) Gloria says the housewife's records should look 
like this: 

Do you agree? 

Can you make up a postman story for each problem? 
What answer do you get? 

( 1 1) No. Compare answer tc question 10. 

(12) On, say, Tuesday morning, the Postman came and brought 

i 
a check '2 4- *7 

for $2 
I 

and he also brought "2 + *7 
4 

a check $2 + '7 
i 

for $7. *2 + '7 

As a result of his visit on Tuesday morning, the housewife be- 
lieves herself to be richer fay $9. She will revise her estimated 
available funds upward by $9. We could write 

'2 + '7 = '9. 

( 13) On, say, Thursday morning, the Postman brought 

i 
a check '2 + -1 ^ 
for $2 2 4- -1 

i 
and he also brought 2 + "1 

1 
a bill "2 + -1 

4 
for $1. '2 4- 1 

As a result of the postman's visit on Thursday morning,ttie house- 
wife believes herself to be richer by $1. She will revise her 
estimate of available funds upward by $1. We can write 
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( 14) The postman brought 

* 
a bill 5 + -2 

i 
for $5 5 4- -2 

1 
and he also brought -5 + -2 

1 
a bill 5 + -2 

4 
lor $2. 5 + -2 

As a rssuit o/t Hie postman's visit on Friday morning, (tie house- 
wife believed herself poorer by $7. She decreased her estimate 
of available funds by $7. We could write 

(15) On, say, Saturday morning, the postman brought a cheek for 
$3 and he also brought a bill for $4. 

As a result of the postman's visit on Saturday morning, the 
housewife believes herself l o  be poorer by $1. She revises 
her estimate of available funds downward by $1. We can write 

The reason for the emphasis on the day when the postman visits 
will become clear in answer to question 16 below. 

(16) On, say, Monday morning, the postman came, and brought a 
check for $9 and took away a check for $2. The postman re- 
marked, "I sure hope you weren't planning on spending that 
check for two riollars. it's really for Mrs. Wilson. M you'll give 
it back to me, t'll run over and deliver it to her right now." 

As a result of the postman's visit on this Monday morning, 
Mrs. Housewife believes herself to be richer by $7. She revises 
her estimate of available funds upward by $7, say, 

tiw 
$1 57 

We could write 
'9 - +2 = '7. 

Why have we put so much stress on the time factor of the post- 
man's visits? This problem shows the reason. Students wilt some- 
times confuse the problem 

'2 + (+9 - '2) = *9 
with the present problem 

+9 - "2 = "7. 

The student may ask, "Why isn't Mrs. Housewife richer by nine 
dollars? She just got a check for two dollars, then gave it back. 
Why should that have any effect?" 

The answer, of course, is that Mrs. Housewife received the check 
for $2 sometime last week, and has already included it in her 
estimate of available funds. Consequently, when she has to return 
the check for $2, she must reduce her estimate by the correspond- 
ing $2. 
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[STI  DKNT PACE 2-1 

The use of the time factor lets us distinguish easily between 

and 

Writing +9 - '2 = +7 describes what happened as a result of the 
postman's visit on this Monday morning, 

By contrast, +2 + ("9 - +2 ) = +9 describes a combination of part 
of last week's transactions 

together with the result of the postman's visit this morning: 

With a tittle practice, plus carefuf attention to details, I believe 
you wi!! find this works both easily and reliably. The use of time 
facilitates distinctions such as those above. 

(17) On, say, Tuesday imimine, the postman came and took away a 
check for $5 and he also took away a check for $2. 

(The postman said, "I hope you haven't been making plans for 
spending those checks. They really belong to Mrs. Cohen, If 
you'll give them hack to me, I'll run over and give tham to Mrs. 
Cohen as soon as I'm through with work.") 

Unfortunately, Mrs. Housewife had, as usual, counted these 
checks into her estimate of available funds. Consequentty, as a 
result of the postman's visit this morning, she had to decrease 
her estimate of available funds by 57. Whereas she had thought 
she had $ 3  57, she changed this now to $1 50. 

We could write 

This. also, is a notation that will not occur often in our rnathe- 
matical work; strictly speaking, it also confuses binary and unary 
operations. However, even though, in this sense, we need not ex- 
plain such "foolish" notations, we are in fact able to do so if 
we choose. 

Similarly, the notation shown in answer to question 18 is a no- 
tation that we shall not ordinarily encounter in our mathemati- 
cal work; nonetheless, we can explain it if we wish. 

(181 The postman came Wednesday morning. He took away a bill for 
$5. Now, the housewife had already provided for this bill in her 
estimate of available funds. Consequently, when the postman 
came this morning and told her this bill was not really for her, 
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she breathed a sigh of relief and i m r d  her estimate of avail- 
able funds by $5. 

We could write 

Actually, when we come to the notation for opposites or addittve 
inverses (see Discovery, Chapter 40, or Explorations, Chapters 11 
and 15) we shall write this as 

and represent the unary operation 01 "finding the additive in- 
verse" by a "rainbow" picture: 

To find the "opposite" or "additive inverse" of a number, you "go 
to the opposite end of the rainbow." You need not worry about this 
matter at  this point; we shall return to it  later, in Chapter 11. 

(19) On Thursday morning, the postman came and 

1 
took away - -1 - -5 

1 
a bill - -1 - -5 

i 
and he also took away - 1 - '5 

I 
a bill - - t  - -5 

j. 
for $5. - 1  - -5 

The housewife had, of course, already provided for both of these 
bills in her estimate of available funds. When she found out 
that those bills were not really for her, she revised her estimate 
of available funds upward $6. 



For the original problem - -1 - -5 we- cnuld write 

(Roughly transIaM, this says that taking away a bill for $1 and 
a bill for $5 makes you richer by 56.P 

(201 The postman arrived Friday morning. Me hwught 

a check 

for $10 
L 

and he tank away '1 0 - -100 

a bill 

for $lea, 

The check which he brought was, al caurse, a nBw miter; but 
the housewife had 0 1 ~ d y  ~ I # o w ~  for the $ID0 bill in her es- 
timate of available funds. When she found that this bil l  wasn't 
really for her anyhow, she breathea a ]arm sigh of relief and, 
comb in in^ the morning's two transactians, revised her estimate 
of available funds upward by $1 10. 

We could write 

- -- 
+Miss Katie Reynolds, a t e d e r  of the fifth a d  s ixh  gmdes in the At- 

tucks -1 in St. Louis {which i s  pati d Dr. Samuel Shepods wtl-k- 
''8anwker Dis?rict"), has d e w b p d  tha most & d i v e  method h r  t ~ c h i n g  
PosWun Stowes thot mmy of u9 an the weti htw seen. Her rnothod 
WU&S SCI srnaethly fhot she is able to t m h  this topic easily o d  su~ss fu l l y  
to on entire claw of cuttwmf~~ depriued chi$dmm whase s c k !  pehrmamte 
might ordinnrily be quite marginal. Miss Reynolds' device is to use index 
cords to represent <becks, and to use a piece of poper (with on i~ppvpriute 
nototiom written on it) ta mpmsent m bill, so u s  to goln the dvantoge of 
clear visual imogev i n  &tien to Postman Smries. gut her partitulmrly in- 
genious idea i5  to i n t d u c e  u ''6111 Bog." Whenever the hmusewife receives 
a bill fora soy, $7, in order to be s u e  that she will have the m n e y  mailable 
ta pay it, she the* the fallwing: she tokes seven iridw cur& reprwsenting 
$1 each-or some other combinption of index cards mpresentirtg checks that 
?oÂ¶a $7-wraps the bil l  amumd them, puts a rubherband nmund this, and 
puts thiw into her "Bill Bug.'' The great advontuge of Miss Reynolds' method 
appeom when the postmm comes h fake bock o bdl, far when he t e k  the 
housewife thot tha* $7 bill was not for her, she teaches into her Bill 399, 
takes out this f i l i le porkage with the elastic around it, udoes  the package, 
gives the bill bmtk t8 the pstmun, and is mow quite vimbly richer by $7. 
Each child con see for himself ',whem #he $7 mmes fmm." 
, Some thildmn %+ern ta require direct visvui experience as a foundation 
fur building uMmt concepw, The "BLll Emg" method whkh Miss R e p l d s  
developed, in coopemtion with the principal of her xb l ,  takes much of 
the abstract temv out of problem like 

-2 - -7 = nq 

by giving the child a voq dwr vi-I eaperienw, The 9 in fh, repre- 
sentd by index wdn tha postman h a  iusf honded h r .  f i e  ''exha seven 
dullam" i s  the#*, just f w d  from mptgvity in the ""Bill Bog"; pufiimg thorn 
together, the chi ld SM f h t  the hewewife i s  "richer by nine dollon." 


